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Abstract-The general press and the business press are rife with comment on the burden of legal matters. 
Such comment is fueled by the use of the intense style and terse jargon of lawyers. The Analytic Hierarchy 
Process separates the essentials from the legal mystique, and the emotion of the lawyer. It provides a 
complete framework in which to display and analyze a conflict, within normative legal terms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The general press and the business press are rife with comment on the burden and cost of legal 
matters. Such comment is fueled by the use of intense style and terse jargon of lawyers, successfully 
masking essential requirements for resolving civil (and quasi-civil) matters. Separating the essentials 
from the legal mystique, and the emotion of the lawyer, is no trivial undertaking. Separation does 
offer substantial benefit to those involved in the conflict, and to society generally. 
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) accomplishes uch separation, providing a complete 
framework in which to display and analyze a conflict, within normative legal terms. This paper 
examines, within the AHP, (1) the U.S. legal system, (2) an employment discrimination case within 
the AHP, (3) assessment issues (as verdicts and weighings) and (4) a perspective on conflict 
resolution-all within existing, modern notions of fairness and justice. The purpose of such an 
examination is to validate representation of legal essentials, and to identify an alternative conflict- 
resolution method via the AHP. 
2. THE U.S. LEGAL SYSTEM 
Public policy 
In short, the public policy of the U.S.A. is to provide legal protection of rights of the citizen. 
Laws are established by the congress and state legislatures, to control various aspects of private 
and business affairs, within constitutional limits. Delegation of powers to agencies is a usual method 
of administering control. The citizen, corporate or private, is provided protection against 
unconstitutional control. 
Defense of rights is provided by two broad doctrines. First, “Day in Court” provides that for an 
injury there is a remedy, with certainty-where the injury is real within the protection. Second, 
“Due Process” assures that all sides to the right and injury are provided equal (that is, fair) 
treatment. The adversary system, with a neutral judiciary, is considered to be the most efficient 
system for providing the Due Process for U.S. citizens. 
Legal structure 
The resultant legal structure, a derivative of U.S. public policy, can be portrayed as a multiple- 
level framework. The levels are the following, and are depicted in Fig. 1: 
First level: Day in Court 
Second level: Due Process: Proper Forum & Cause of Action 
Third level: Issues of Law 
Fourth level: Statutory Elements of Issues 
Fifth level: Precedential Elements 
Sixth level: Proof Facts 
Seventh level: Evidencet t (Evidentiary Offerings) 
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Substantial policy-based relationships exist between levels: 
First & Second: 
Second & Third: 
Third & Fourth: 
Fourth & Fifth: 
Fifth & Sixth: 
Sixth & Seventh: 
Constitutional Authority 
Legislative Intent 
Statutory Interpretation 
“Common Law” Interpretation: precedents 
Burden of Proof 
Effectiveness of Evidence: competence, relevance and materiality 
I DAY IN COURT 1 
Constitutional Authority 
PROPER FORUM I CAUSE OF ACTION 
Legislative Intent 
ISSUES OF LAW I 
Statutory Interpretation 
STATUTORY ELEMENTS OF ISSUES 
“Common Law” Interpretation: Precedents 
PRECEDENTIAL ELEMENTS 
Burden of Proof 
I PROOF FACTS 
Effectiveness of Evidence 
EVIDENTIARY OFFERINGS 
Fig. 1. The U.S. legal system. 
Generally, the levels of the structure represent the PROCESS that is due. The levels also represent 
an assignment of responsibility between trier of fact and reviewer of the law; namely, review 
(appellate) courts are limited to the top five levels (the U.S. Supreme Court limits itself generally 
to the top three levels, “dealing only with important and novel questions of law, and maintaining 
the uniformity of law applied by the lower courts”) [ 11. Generally review courts are restricted from 
review of the facts. The elements on a level represent the REQUIREMENTS due, to show the 
protection needed. The between-levels relationships represent STANDARDS (quantity) for the 
showing “due”; quantity-related terms such as “preponderance” and “clear showing” are used. 
Extant legal process 
The complexity of litigation (conflict resolution in court) in the U.S.A. is dictated strongly by 
the Due Process requirements. The burden of the process-as implemented-masks the essential 
requirements, partly under the requirements of Due Process and partly under the rubric of 
“lawyering” (outmaneuvering the other side). 
The sequential process in litigation is as follows: 
Pleadings - 
Pre-trial ~ 
Trial - 
Post-trial - 
Notice to the other party 
Discovery of information 
Agreements and termination attempts 
Privileged tactics of the parties 
By Jury, or to the Bench 
Instructions of law to the Jury or rulings of law by the Court 
Verdict 
Post-verdict adjustments 
Review of law; review of trial conduct 
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The “busy” aspect of litigation in the U.S.A. is dictated by the multiplicity of steps in the process 
and by the notice requirement between the two parties. Notice requires each party to provide to 
the other all of its filings with the court, and to notify the court of filings with the other party. 
Given this efficiency, for the court system, a paper blizzard arises certainly and early. 
The Pre-trial phase goes comfortably under the title “motion practice”, because of the multiplicity 
of procedures to move the matter along and potentially to terminate the matter before trial. Again, 
mandatory notice and liberal discovery procedures (1) focus the issues and (2) provide the other 
party with access to a maximum of information to prepare for the trial. Certain information is 
considered privileged, generally dealing with a party’s tactics in approaching the matter at trial. 
The Trial phase is based on trying of the facts (“the trier of facts”), from the milieu of testimony, 
documents and physical items offered to the court. Effectiveness and efficiency are two evidentiary 
standards administered by the court, within the overall Due Process required to protect the parties. 
In the Trial, culmination of the trying of facts is application of the law of the Cause of Action, to 
the facts. The Jury, under instruction by the Court, or the Court under its rulings of law in a Bench 
Trial, assesses the weight of facts-to-law, to render its Verdict in favor of one of the parties. 
The Post-verdict and Post-trial phases deal with the sufficiency of facts-to-law to support the 
Verdict of the Trial. 
In summary, the legal process is structured to provide for the protection of rights of the Plaintiff, 
while at the same time providing for the protection of the Defendant regarding the matter and 
other rights (including that of property). The process that is due to each party is guaranteed. 
Alternutives to extant legal process 
Various attempts have been made, in the business environment, to focus the two parties on the 
legal issue (for example, a breach of contract), and to forego much of the procedural notice effort. 
A more dramatic example is the “Mini-Trial” [2]. Its application, dealing with a breach of contract 
in an engineered product (disagreement or misunderstanding of specifications), shows a marked 
reduction in effort to resolve. This is due partly to the factual area (engineering data and engineering 
oriented contract specifications). The Mini-Trial proceeds with an information exchange; a mock 
trial (a hearing by a neutral person and a business executive with decision-making authority for 
each party); and an advisory proceeding of the hearers with non-binding arbitration. This is asserted 
to “narrow the dispute, promote dialogue on the merits of the case, and reconvert a dispute back 
into a businessman’s problem by removing collateral issues” [3]. 
The remainder of this paper considers the AHP as a means to legal conflict resolution. After 
illustration of a Cause of Action, in full due process within the AHP framework, a general analysis 
of the U.S. legal process and equivalent concepts within the AHP, as an alternative approach, are 
considered. 
3. APPLICATION OF THE AHP TO AN EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION CASE 
Legal process for Age Discrimination protection 
Age Discrimination is prohibited in employment, with respect to hiring/firing, promotion/demo- 
tion, by federal statute, Age Discrimination in Employment Act [4], and by state statute (in virtually 
every state). The Employee has a right to be protected, and an Employer discriminating on the 
basis of age is liable for the relief provided under the protection, given a violation of the protection. 
The process for the Employee to seek protection (and relief) is judicially and concisely defined 
[S], in protecting not only age, but also race and sex (among other factors). This process is outlined 
as follows: 
(I ) Prima Facie Case. The Employee, by showing protection under the Act, raises an inference 
of discrimination which, if unexplained, is the use of an impermissible factor, age, in employment 
actions. If the Employer is silent in the face of this inference, the Trier of Facts must enter judgment 
for the Employee, as no issue of fact remains. 
(2) Articulation of Employer’s reasons. To rebut the presumption of discrimination, the Employer 
must merely offer reason “clear and reasonably specific” to the Court, without the burden of 
persuasion. This raises a genuine issue of fact to discrimination on the basis of age. The reason 
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offered must be sufficient to justify a judgment for the Employer. If sufficient, the presumption of 
the Prima Facie Case is rebutted. 
(3) Pretext for Discrimination. The burden then shifts to the Employee, to frame the factual 
issue with sufficient clarity to show either that the Employer’s reason was a pretext for discrimination, 
giving both parties a full and fair opportunity, or that the Employer’s offer of explanation is 
unworthy of credence. The individual Employee generally must prove intentional discrimination, 
i.e. disparate treatment, in the Employee’s instance. 
(4) Relief. With persuasion of the Court, that protection provided the Employee under the Act 
is warranted, the Court is empowered to order reinstatement/promotion, to award actual damages 
(including lost pay and benefits), to award liquidated damages (an additional amount equal to 
actual damages) if the discrimination was “knowing”; and, if reinstatement is considered to be 
infeasible, to award “front pay” to allow the Employee readjustment in another equivalent 
employment situation. 
AHP structure for Day in Court 
The AHP portrayal is given in Exhibits I and II, showing the Day in Court as Proper Forum, 
in Exhibit I, and Cause of Action, in Exhibit II.? 
Issues 
of Law 
stoturory 
Eiements 
Precedential 
Elements 
Facts 
Exhibit I. Proper Forum. 
r 
1 
I 
t Ihe matter portrayed here was entered in U.S. District Court, Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division, as Docket 
84C 8711; and in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, as Docket 84-2607. 
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Proper Forum 
As required for the protection of both parties, the POWER of the Court to hear the cause of 
action must be established. To show a Proper Forum, three Legal Issues must be established to 
the particular Court: Jurisdiction over the Subject Matter, Jurisdiction over the Persons and Venue 
(location convenience of parties). 
In Exhibit I, the Issues of Law are stated as Subject Matter Jurisdiction, Personal Jurisdiction 
and Venue. Each Issue of Law is identified in terms of Statutory Elements, along with the Precedent 
established to satisfy the Statutory Elements. Such a Precedent interprets the Statutory Elements 
within specific factual situations: procedural statutes involved, residences and locations of the 
parties and events, and geographic limits of the Court. The related Facts are proved by Evidence: 
documents and testimony, identified by date and name, and the relationship of each to a Fact. 
(I) Subject Matter Jurisdiction. To establish the Court’s Jurisdiction over the Subject Matter, a 
Federal Question is shown: Age Discrimination in Employment Act. Further, “exhaustion of 
administrative remedies” with the Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is shown. 
Finally, with concurrent jurisdiction over Employment Discrimination by the State, a deferral by 
the State is shown. Subject Matter Jurisdiction of a Federal Court is thus shown. 
(2) Personal Jurisdiction. To establish the Court’s Jurisdiction over the Persons, the residence 
of the parties and the location of the events involved in the discrimination are shown within the 
limits of the Court’s geographic boundaries. 
(3) venue. To establish proper Venue for the cause of action, again the residence of parties and 
locations of the events, to provide for convenient access to witnesses and evidence, are determinative. 
Proper Venue is shown. 
Standards of showing in this instance, as to Proper Forum, are minimal as the Precedential 
Elements for Jurisdiction and Venue are directly and individually shown by documents and location 
of the parties and events; all (except two ancillary events) are well within the Court’s geographic 
boundaries. 
Cause of action 
In Exhibit II, the Issue of Law is stated as Age Discrimination in Employment, invoking 
protection and relief accorded by the statute. Each issue is identified in terms of Statutory Elements: 
(1) Employee covered by the Act; (2) Employer covered by the Act; (3) Discriminatory Employment 
action is based on Age; (4) Relief; and (5) Statutes of Limitation, for filing with the Court and for 
damages in Relief. 
Precedential Elements relate to each of the Statutory Elements. Precedents have established the 
legal process for Age Discrimination protection [S], and are described above: (1) Prima Facie Case; 
(2) Use of Impermissible Factors; (3) Pretext for Disparate Treatment: Getting Rid of Unwanted 
Employee; (4) Retaliation for Seeking Protection of the Act; and (5)Relief, as Actual Damages, 
Liquidated (doubling) Damages, Attorney Fees, Reinstatement and Alternative to Reinstatement: 
“Frontpay”. 
The Facts to prove the Precedential Elements are identified, in Exhibit II, by codes AA.. . CR. 
The Facts are illustrated in Table 1. The specific Evidence establishing the Facts is further identified 
within each code, as illustrated in Table 2, with 43 Facts proven by 115 items of Evidence. 
For litigation purposes, the sequence of Evidentiary Offerings is needed to provide overall 
relevance from the first witness forward, and to show individual relevance to a Fact. Sequencing 
within the AHP not only systematically presents the proof of the Precedential Elements, but also 
defends systematically against evidentiary objections. 
Standards of showing in this instance, as to Age Discrimination in Employment, are minimal. 
First, Statutory Elements are met by the judicially defined process described above [S]. Then each 
Precedential Element, within the defined process, is shown directly by singular Facts. The three 
specific acts of discrimination (Use of Impermissible Factors; Pretext for Disparate Treatment: 
Getting rid of an Unwanted Employee; and Retaliation) and the forms of relief authorized, are 
clearly cited in the federal statute, and amply interpreted by federal courts, within the Facts cited 
here. 
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Table I Facts re. Cause of Action 
Employmenr Discrimination Based on Age 
The three-step showing necessary to prove Employment Dlscnmtnatlon by the Employer based on age is summarized below. Proof Facts 
supporting this showmg are dlsplayed wthin the Precedentlal Elements of Exhtblt II. and are described in the followtog: 
Precedential Elemrnr (3 ). Prwno Foctr Case 
Employee: IS m the protected class of N-70 years of age (52 years of age). 
was discharged from employment (4 Aprtl 19841. 
was qualified to do the work (superior performance rating and mampulatton of ratmg by Employer shown); 
the work was assigned to others not m the protected class ltuo employees under 40 years of age). 
Precrdmrlul Elemenr /or Employer. Employer .4rnrulur1on 
Employer: articulated a reduction-m-force program. 
Prrcedunt~ul Eiemenr (4). C’s oJ lmprrnuss;ble Facrors 
Employer: used an unlawful classificatton system to tdenttfy employees (including age. and seniority as a surrogate for age, as factors) for 
termination dectsions. 
Prrwlrnriol Element I5 ). Prrrexr /or D~scrm~morum 
Employee to “frame the factual issue wth suffictent clanty the Employer’s dwnmmat~on”. shows the followtog: 
(1) Employer. III disparate treatment of Employee, dlscriminatorily discharged Employee to get rid of an unwanted employee, 
as the Employee- 
(a) was compelled by Employer‘s Medical Dtrector and Chief Clinical Phystcian. to undergo falsely based neurologtcal 
testing, as a condltlon of employment, and Employer’s Medical Director induced Employee’s demotion from Executrve 
status to conceal falsification of basis by Employee’s supervisor: 
(b) was pubhcally slandered by Employer’s Financial Director on public transportation; 
(c) was publtcally slandered by Employee’s supervtsor at a national. professional meeting; 
(d) was “blackhsted” by Employer. m Executive status. when Employee’s work was plagiarized by Employer in a 
presentation at a national. mdustnal meetmg. 
(ii) Employer intentionally and deceptively manipulated related falsifications- 
(a) to denote Employee from Executwe status. by Employer’s General Manager of Information Systems and Manager of 
Employee Relations. both hcensed attormes and concomtttaotly. 
(b)I to cover actions of eleven managerial employees, in violation of Employer’s extant anti-discrimination, personnel 
policies. 
Prrcedenrlul Ehenr (6 J. Employer Retaliation 
employer retaliated against Employee‘s announcing intention to file a charge with the Equal Employment OpportooitY Commission. as 
(a) Employer used an armed security guard, m not gear, to escort Employee (a 26-year service employee wtth no record of 
extreme behavior) out of the principal executive offices; 
(b) Employer mamtained control of Employee’s personal and professional effects. ultimately dwarding personal items and 
professional records (includmg over a 25-year compilation of professlonal journals); 
(c) Employer attempted to defraud Employee out of retirement benefits. assertmg there was no dlfTerence between “retirement” 
and “involuntary severance”, where a 64% loss m pension benefits resulted claiming benefits at age 55; 
(d) Employer attempted to defraud Employee of over $1800 reimbursement payments due, and dtd deprive Employee of over 
$6000 to salary by the retaliatory eviction; 
(e) Employer refused to transfer. or seek opportuntty for a transfer for. Employee to areas not Involved in “reduction in-force” 
Rebel. Employee requested protectloo in his rtght to freedom from age dtscriminatton m employment, in the following 
ways: 
Prrwdenriol Elrmvnrs (7. Y J. Arruul Damagrs and Arromq Fees 
Damages 
Employee: requested recovery of: 
(a) backpay for salary losses due to the sustalned employment discnmmatlon. cumulative with mterest. $105,950: 
(b) damages for public slander of reputation. $1.000.000: 
(c) attorney fees and court costs. 
Prrwdrnrrul Elemrnr f 8 ). Liquidored Damages 
Employee: requested doubling other damages when the employment discrimination is “knowing”, as with 
(a) two attornies managing 
(b) a deceptwe demotion and unlawful termmation. 
PrrwdtWrul Eltvnmr (10 J. Rrrnsr~rtv~nr 
Employee: requested remstatement to the employment status wtthin the 2.year limttation for damages--- 
(a) to Executive status (demotton havmg occurred on May 9. 1982. within 2 years of termination date of April 4, 1984); 
(bl protectloo from Employment Discrimination by Employer. to age 70. 
Prrwdmlul Elrmenr (1 I I. Alternuriw 10 Reinstatement 
Employee: requested “front pay”, as reinstatement into the employment environment of dlscrlmmatlon practised agamst him- 
(a) for the pertod of protection under the Federal Act: 
(b) at an amount adjusted for dtscrtmtnatory loss, for a base salary of %103.520iyear. and inflated annually at an appropriate 
consumer price rate. for 18 years. to age 70. 
“Knowing” discrimination could be identified as a standard of showing jointly two Facts: 
Defendant 1 (Exhibit I) as an attorney; and Deceptive Demotion (Exhibit II)? This meets a 
“knowing” discrimination standard. Here “knowing” was included as a Fact proof for Precedential 
Element Liquidated Damages (refer to Exhibit II, Fact CM). 
t An extensive analysis of standards of showing, between levels of the AHP, is found in the author’s copyrighted 
description of the case planning method: Copyright Register No. TXu 144-777 (12 July 1983). 
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Table 2. Evidence-to-Proof Facts 
Proof of a substantial Fact: False Basis for Demotion, related to 
Precedential Element: Pretext for Disparate Discriminatory Treatment-Getting rid of an Unwanted Employee 
IS illustrated in the followmg: 
Fact/ 
Evidence Description of Eoidentiary Offerings 
CE/O4 Employee Medical File. Emplovee’s SuDervisor to Medical Director, 27 June 1980: “Personality change, irrational behavior, 
confused behaviour”. 
CEjl2 
CE/O8 
CFjOl 
CFJ02 
CF/O3 
CFjO5 
CA/03 
Employee Medical File. Medical Dxector to Employee’s Supervisor. 31 July 1980: “Neurological examination shows no physical 
or neurological problem”. 
Letter. Employee’s Supervisor to Employee, I2 August 1980: “No specific reason for medical referral”. 
Corporate Medical Policy. Re: OSHA’s investigatory right to inspect individual medical files. August 1981: Employee’s right to 
examine individual medical file to remove materials, wlthout administrative oversight. 
Medical Director to Employee’s Supervisor, I7 September 1981: “Employee examined his medlcal file”. 
Warning Letter, preparatory to Employee termination. Employee Supervisor to Employee, 21 December 1981. 
Appeal Letter: Employee to General Manager, 21 January 1982: false fabrication of 22 factors to cover-up, among other aems, 
involvement of Medical Director. 
Personnel File of Employee. Demotion from Executive Status to Specialist Status, 9 May 1982. 
Appellate requirements 
The federal requirements, to appeal a District Court decision, include a Statement of the Facts, 
beyond the presentation of the Question(s) of Law for review. The AHP framework provides a 
concise Statement of Facts, as well as a comprehensive framework in which to present Legal Issues 
which frame the questions for review on appeal. Appeal of this matter, in the U.S. Court of Appeals, 
presented the Statement of Facts around the AHP. 
4. ASSESSMENTS: VERDICTS AND OTHER WEIGHINGS 
Modern notions of fairness and justice concern not only process, but also the adequacy of 
consideration of facts and law for each party. Here prevailing concepts of judicial assessments, 
prevailing in the U.S. legal system, are introduced, and next are related to equivalent concepts 
within the AHP. 
“Trier of Fact” 
The Trial Court is assigned responsibility for assessing the facts proving the Statutory and 
Precedential Elements of the Legal Issue, in a Cause of Action. The number and deployment of 
Trial Courts are gauged to be imminently available to the location of Cause of Action (recall the 
requirements of Personal Jurisdiction and Venue). In trying the facts, the Court is said to be in the 
best position to weigh the demeanor of witnesses as to credibility of their testimony. 
Framing the conjlict 
As a starting point, the injury must be identified, to frame a conflict between the parties. The 
legal system denominates this identification as “pleadings”, “ to give fair notice in a short and plain 
statement of the claim and the grounds upon which it rests” [6]. Pre-trial procedures, established 
for federal courts by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure [7], with the same or similar Rule 
approach by states, initiate from such pleadings. 
Pleading is controlled by a network of procedural tests (invoked by motions and imposed by 
court order): 
consistency of claims, controlled by tests on inconsistencies, alternative claims and 
truthfulness of claims; 
substance of claims, controlled by tests on the right to process, diminimus claim and 
judgment on the claim without trial; and 
providing generally that a control not enforced at the outset may not be imposed later. 
Two approaches are employed to focus the conflict. The general one is the use of official forms 
(more precisely, formats), as specific guides to the intent of Rules of Procedure. Special procedures 
are provided in complex factual situations, for example, the Manual for Complex Litigation [8]. 
This general approach to pleading, and to validation of the claim, is premised on pre-trial 
conferences. After filing and an initial investigation is completed, the parties and the Court meet 
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Table 3. Adeauacv of Proof re: Verdict 
Directed Verdict 
puts the fact question to the Court as follows: 
Assume all of the evidence in a light most favorable to the other side (capable of bebef by a “reasonable man”), and direct the decision 
to the moving party (or instruct the jury to render such decision). 
Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict 
controls freedom of the jury in drawing inferences from the evidence, imposing a standard 
“so extraordinary and improbable a sequence as not warranting belief by a reasonable man” 
A New Trial on Weight of Evidence 
imposes a less standard requiring only 
“there is no reasonable basis on which the Verdict can be suouorted from the evidence”. 
to reduce the conflict to detailed, precise issues. This reduction is done through a pre-trial order 
which generally supersedes the pleadings. A settlement may be reached among the parties, as well. 
The legal system two general controls over adequacy The result 
both discrete (for/against) outcome, and amount The result 
can the trial process, errors and/or misconduct the result. 
Consequently, controls are employed such influences. 
Generally the trial process incurs The effect such influences may (1) to 
reverse the (2) to impact the result but not reverse and (3) harmless, not 
the result. for “substantial justice done”, 
that total of individual influences is prejudicial one 
A final control that certain factual situations 
and newly discovered fact at trial. 
Adequacy of facts-to-results 
Testing of evidentiary of precedential statutory requirements provided by 
procedures: Directed Judgment Notwithstanding Verdict; and Trial where 
is against of Evidence. Table 3 standards. 
A discretionary doctrine the court with conditioning amount of 
Remittitur and allow the to condition result on prevailing less more, 
respectively, the jury Remittitur is doctrine; Additur more narrowly 
Judicial review-jnal of Due 
The legal provides for of decisions trial courts. general limits imposed 
on first, review may not facts, and limited to of Law the 
Legal Statutory Elements Precedential Elements applied to specific Facts). 
review is not permitted there is final result trial-error is considered 
possible then. See 4 for 
Generally, only losing party appeal. The party might an interest 
appealing a finding of (or law) purposes of suit; such not appealable 
not necessary the decree at trial. 
4. Limits Judicial Review 
to the rule for 
include interlocutory or decrees 
irremediable consequences or the at trial expedited. 
Orders the review are then to the court, (possibly writ of 
Review of of Fact 
specifically included appeals for fact situations: 
denied request New Trial Weight of 
(b) erroneous of Directed 
(c) excessive 
(d) conditions a Remittitur 
Standards for of these situations are 
the “trier fact” is or 
(2) discretionary decision “clearly wrong”. 
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5. PERSPECTIVE ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
Process and uncertainty 
Thus, the U.S. legal system provides “Due Process”-a Day in Court-to correct a protected 
injury. The framing of adequacy of the court’s decision are treated within a process structured for 
fairness and certainty. To provide both incorporates flexibility and discretion, for both court and 
jury. To control flexibility and discretion, both procedural controls and a review (appeal) process 
are provided. 
This trial and review process neither removes uncertainty nor prevents arbitrary decisions. In 
fact, uncertainty may be a cost of (i.e. injected by) flexibility of the process, given the maneuvering 
and the “lawyering” allowed in the system. 
The AHP conjlict resolution 
An alternative to legal Due Process. A much streamlined process (akin to the focusing function 
of the Pre-trial Conference) can provide substantial gains in efficiency, and effectiveness, for 
resolution of a conflict. The AHP provides a comprehensive, legal framework (as demonstrated in 
Section 3) in which to “frame” the conflict: claims and answers. The controls for adequacy of claim, 
for assessment of facts, and for sufficiency of result-to-facts are on the face of the AHP framework. 
The starting point, like the legal process, is identifying the interest to be protected (the injury, 
the claim, the right). The interest exists between parties, and must be defined in the (legal) 
relationship of the parties. This relationship may be an unintended one, a contract, a regulation 
and so on. Within the AHP the identification is explicit and precise-at all levels. 
Two sides to the conflict have individual interests to protect: the proponent is asserting an 
interest created by an act or obligation of the opponent. The opponent is either denying that the 
interest was created, or defending with an affirmative reason that an obligation does not pertain 
(attach). If the opponent is counter-asserting, the opponent’s position becomes that of a proponent 
of the interest asserted. 
Once the proponent has identified explicitly, precisely the interest, the opponent explicitly, 
precisely identifies the failure of the proponent’s identification, or identifies the explicit, precise 
elements protecting from the assertion. 
In paralleling the legal process, the AHP offers economies of process: identification, analysis 
(proof) and conclusion (result), as follows: 
Legal Process 
Pleading, Discovery 
Pre-trial Conference 
Stipulation 
Focusing the Issues 
Weight of Evidence 
Adequacy of Proof 
Decision 
AHP Process 
Display of the interest within the multilevel AHP 
Review of AHP for each side 
Mutual agreement of undisputed elements 
Assessment of disputed elements 
Elemental identification of the interest(s) 
Association of Evidence and Facts with elements 
Satisfaction of interests, with errors/omissions in AHP 
Enumeration and Importance of each Issue precisely shown 
Cost/Benefit analysis of further showing 
In paralleling the legal process, each side to the conflict is aware of two basic similarities: the 
requirements to precisely present (andcounter) an assertion; and the identical result brought by 
“flipping” into the legal system at any point. Transfer of the conflict into the legal system requires 
primarily changes to initial formats, for pleading and motions. Either a resolution, or a withdrawal 
from the conflict, can be indicated (1) by the display initially or (2) after concessions have been 
made and a revised display reviewed. 
The parties to the conflict have an interest in resolving the conflict on a factual basis, within 
legal relationships, hence, a legal framework with facts explicitly, precisely representing the conflict. 
The conflict resolution literature supports the parties’ willingness to commit to an alternative 
procedure: “reconverting what has become a typical lawyers’ dispute back into a businessman’s 
problem by removing many of the legalistic, collateral issues in the case” [2]. 
The burden of resources and time to pursue differences, on a whim or an emotion, would preclude 
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a move back into the legal system. A rational move would not necessarily be to the legal system, 
with the availability of knowledgeable, neutral parties (for example, arbitration, with arbitrator’s 
credentials in the “industrial law”). 
The AHP process is based on a complete definition of a legal interest, from two sides to a 
conflict. Legal expertise is required to develop the framework and the definition. Resolution is less 
dependent on legal expertise, and more dependent on the reasonableness and business judgment 
of the sides to the conflict. This reasonableness is acutely conditioned, in the AHP, by recognition 
of the limited availability of a “better” outcome in the legal system. Corporations and Courts face 
continuing pressure to justify the credibility of their actions. Undertaking legal process, to take 
advantage of legalistic gaps and maneuvers, is neither cost-effective to society and the legal system, 
nor to the parties-in the long run. 
Two approaches: how much chance do you want? 
Two parties resolving a conflict can be viewed from an analysis of the claim(s) (1) within the 
legal system and (2) on an AHP framework. The different approaches provide more or less flexibility, 
to maneuver a result. 
This flexibility can be viewed by differences in the play of two poker games: 7-card and 5-card 
stud poker. In 7-card stud, 2 cards are dealt face down, 4 cards are dealt face up, with betting on 
each successive up card, with a final, seventh card face down and final bet. Here the player has 
substantial flexibility, playing the best 5 of 7 cards. Further, the intermediate betting is based on 
2 unrevealed down cards, and the final betting based on 1 final and 3 overall, down cards. 
In 5-card stud, the first card is dealt face down, and 4 cards are dealt face up, with betting on 
each successive card. Here the player has no flexibility, but must play the 5 cards dealt. Further, 
there is no final uncertainty, with the last card face up. 
An analogy can be drawn between the play of these two poker games, to two parties resolving 
a legal conflict. The 7-card game (depicting the conflict within the extant U.S. legal system) contains 
options and flexibility initially (the tactics approaching the conflict, in pre-trial and at trial), and a 
final uncertainty in the play (the Trial Court’s adequacy in arriving at an appropriate decision). 
The 5-card game (depicting the conflict within the AHP) provides limited (ifany) options, and no 
final uncertainty (the court is not involved). Penalties for withdrawal and default keep the litigants 
in court, until final resolution. Good faith interest of the players, to resolve the conflict and their 
awareness of no likely other result in the legal system, keeps all in the AHP resolution-until a 
decision is made ON THE FACE OF THE PLAY. 
Finally, the two approaches can be viewed, in the broad concepts of fairness and certainty. The 
U.S. legal system carries substantial flexibility and options, with which to provide certainty in Due 
Process-at a substantial cost. The AHP carries substantial visibility, with limited flexibility-for a 
given set of facts, at a much reduced cost. Visibility ensures fairness; good faith provides certainty. 
Flexibility does not necessarily provide certainty, nor does it assure fairness. 
Poker, anyone? Name your game! 
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